How close is the MyoBock® System to nature?

About this close.

Enhance your patients’ lives through myoelectric technology with the complete modular system that’s also easy to use—the MyoBock® System from Otto Bock Health Care.

The MyoBock® System leads the way with:

- **Microprocessor Technology**
  Built right into the terminal device, eliminating messy socket fabrication.

- **Proportional Dynamic Mode Control™**
  Speed and grip force are based on signal strength, not signal duration.

- **Autograsp™**
  Incorporates sensory feedback technology to recognize change and adjust grip strength automatically.

- **Closed Loop Controller**
  Ensures consistent hand speed and predictability for your patients.

- **MyoBoy™ Tester/Trainer**
  Complete with software. Brings the patient into the process and takes the guesswork out for you!

For the most advanced myoelectric system available call the experts at Otto Bock Health Care, 1-800-328-4058 or visit www.ottobockus.com.

Myoboy tester/trainer makes fitting and evaluation easy.